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Abst rac t - -For  distinct points xo, xl,. . . ,  xn in R, a function f of Cd[a, b] and nonnegative integers 
do, dl,..., dn <_ d, the Hermite interpolation polynomial of f(x) in Lagrange type determined by the 
= n d data{f(O(xi)}(i=O, 1 ..... n, l=O, 1 .... ,di) isthepolynomialwithdegreem+n(m ~-~=o z) 
which is expressed by the linear combination ofthese data with suitable coefficient polynomials being 
independent of f(x) [1-3]. In this note, a matrix expression of the Hermite interpolation polynomial 
is studied. 
Keywords-- Interpolat ion a d matrix expression. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For distinct points, xo, x l , . . .  ,Xn, such as a < x0 < Xl < . . .  < xn <_ b, a function f of Cd[a,b] 
and given nonnegative integers do,d1,... ,dn <_ d, we seek a polynomial H(x) satisfying the 
conditions 
g( t ) (x j )=  f(t)(xj),  ( j=O,  1 , . . . ,n ,  l=O,  1 , . . . ,d j ) ,  (1) 
in the form 
J .  d, f(k)(z~ )
H(x) = ~ Z hik(x) ~ , (2) 
i=0 k=O 
where hik(x) are polynomials with degree at most m + n (m = )-~=0n di). 
The polynomial (2) is the Hermite interpolation polynomial determined by the conditions (1) 
and is useful in the theoretical consideration of interpolation problem. The problem is how to 
construct hik(x). In this note, we show that H(x) can be obtained by a matrix expression. 
2. MATRIX  EXPRESS ION OF THE HERMITE  
INTERPOLAT ION POLYNOMIALS  
Since by (1) and (2), 
H(O(xj) ---- Z~( t ) "  
i----0 k----0 
= y(~)(x j )  
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in order that the polynomial H(x)  satisfies the conditions (1), it is sufficient for h~k(x) to satisfy 
the conditions 
(t) h i~(x j )= l !6q6k l ,  ( i , j=O,  1 , . . . ,n ,  k=O,  1 , . . . ,d i ,  l=O,  1 , . . . ,d j ) .  (3) 
Therefore, for each xj (j ~ i) and for l (l = 0, 1, . . . ,  dj), 
(t) 
hik (x3) = O, 
and then hik(X) has factors (x - x j )  dj+l. 
If we put 
I - [ j¢ i (x i  - z3 )d j+ l '  
~(x) is a polynomial with degree m + n - di and satisfies the condition ~(xj )  = 6ij. Thus, hik(X) 
must be expressed by 
hik(Z) = ~(z)pik(X),  (4) 
where Pik (x) are suitable polynomials with degree di. 
In order to obtain his(x), it is sufficient o determine Pik(X) satisfying the condition (3). 
Let us express pik(X) and ~(x) as 
di 
pik(x) = Zb ik j (x - -x i ) J ,  ( i=O,  1 , . . . ,n ,  k=O,  1 , . . . ,d i ) ,  
j=0 
m-Fn-dl 
l / (x )= Z a is (x - -x i )S '  ( i=O,  1 , . . . ,n ) ,  
s=O 
where 1 
ais = ~l'~(S)(xi), (s = O, 1 . . . .  ,m + n - di). 
Then, 
= ais (x - xi) s bikj (x - xi) 3 
\ s=o \j=o 
= (x -  
t=0 \~+s=~ 
= Z ai,t-jbikj (x -- xi) l, 
l=o \~=o 
under the assumption that a~,t-~ = 0 for I - j < 0 and by (3) 
dl 1.(t), , 
ai,t-jbikj = ~nik (xi) = 6kt. (5) 
j=0 
By putting 
ff aio 0 0 "'" i / 
l ail aio 0 .. .  
A~ = | ai2 ail ao . . .  , 
: " , . 
\ aid~ ai,d~- 1 ai,d,- 2 " " " aio 
bioo bilo "'" bid, O I 
biol bill " " " bdll 
B~= i : : ' 
\ biodi bildl "'" bidi di 
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we can express the condition (5) by 
AiBi = Ei, 
where Ei is the identity matrix of order di + 1. Therefore, 
Bi = Ai’. 
Remarking that 
where 
Air= (2 Ai;_I), Aio=aio=L (T=l,%...,di), 
a+ = (ail ai . . . ai, )t, 
and 0 is the transpose vector of the r-dimensional zero vector, we have 
1 
Ai,l = 
--A&-& 
This gives a recurrence formula of Ai,‘, and we can obtain AZ: = Ai1 starting from 
Since, 
hil, = &)?‘ik(X) 
=;(X)( 1 2 -xi ... (2 - x#i) , 
and 
( hio(x) hiI . - - hid<(x) ) = z(x) ( 1 I - xi . . . (x - xj)di ) Bi, 
we obtain the following matrix expression of H(Z): 
f (‘)(Xi) 
H(z) = 2 { hio( + MX)T + a. + + hidi b) 
ftd”(Xi) 
i=o 
di! } 
= 2 ( hio(x) hiI ..a 
i=o 
z&&)(1 x-xi . . . 
i=O 
The problem in actual calculation by the above method to obtaii’the Hermitc intrrpol:ltioll 
polynomial H(x) for large di is how to calculate ai,. The calculation by usinK R C’orlll)tlttlr 
Algebra System (e.g., MATHEMATICA, Maple, MACSYMA) may be effective. 
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